VISITORS’ COMMENTS - QUOTES FROM THE GUESTBOOK
• A wonderful place! We never thought "spending the night in a museum" could be so pleasant.
• You experience Berlin in a completely different way if you can come "home" at night. It was hard to
say goodbye after a week.
• Thank you very very much! I was in heaven here for three days – my birthday couldn’t have been
nicer! As an "old Britzer" [from the district of Berlin-Britz] I was transported back six decades to my
childhood on an absolutely charming, incomparable and authentic journey. The two owners captured
my heart. I'll definitely come back soon.
• I’ve never seen anything quite so thrilling during Berlin’s Open Monument Day – and I’ve been going
for many years!
• What a wonderful experience: the elegance of simplicity, the attention to detail, the tangible
experience of color. This is therapy for chromophobes, of whom there are an awful lot in architectural
planning.
• We read about Tauts' Home in AIT [an architectural trade magazine] and got in touch with you directly.
It topped our expectations. Today's architecture students need to study this.
• Can we turn back the clock? I’m delighted!
• Bruno Taut would be absolutely thrilled to see how his work comes alive with such careful attention to
detail and quality. We were very comfortable and enjoyed the peace and quiet after the bustle of
sightseeing. We’ll definitely be back.
• The house is great – a different kind of Berlin experience, with breakfast in the garden. Went jogging
in Britz Garden and enjoyed the evening air in Berlin’s Gartenstadt [Garden City] district. Thank you.
• Taut’s Home was a suitable place to prepare my presentation on "The Zehlendorf Roof War" [a
historical dispute triggered by the modernistic design of Bruno Taut's buildings and the use of flat
rooftops]. The raspberries gave me a sense of "self-sufficiency." It's really fun to stay here.
• A wonderful opportunity to recall and ponder anew what architecture can achieve.
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